Christmas
Catalogue 2021

Free shipping on all
orders over $100*

See inside for our great range of
gift ideas for all the family

Stocking Fillers
2022 Artwork Calendar
The Vision Australia wall calendar is filled
with artwork from our community of
blind and low vision artists.
ESC22LP $22.00

2022 Seeing Eye Dogs Calendar
This decorative calendar features the
wonderful, working Seeing Eye Dogs
and playful puppies in training. Perfect
for any dog lover in your life.
ESC22SED $22.00

Talking Keyring Clock
A pocket-sized digital talking clock attached
to a key-chain featuring an LCD display and
a button to push to announce the time.
ES5010 $23.00

Infrared Personal Temperature
Thermometer
An infrared, non-contact thermometer,
excellent for personal or group safety.
The thermometer will speak the
temperature out aloud.
ES7003 $121.00
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Braille Teaching Cube Keyring
Twiddle your way towards learning the braille
alphabet with this yellow keyring fob made
of rotating blocks with raised black rivets.
ES0352 $19.00

LP Easy Learning TV Remote
Simplified TV remote control that can be
used with televisions which have an existing
infrared remote.
ES7401 $32.00

Gifts under $50
Anti-spill Suction Mug
This useful non-spill, twin wall insulated mug
has a suction base, making it difficult to tip
over. Available in various colours.
VARIOUS $40.00

Rugby Ball - Audible Rattle
(Rockstar)
High performance soft touch rugby
ball. Suitable for indoor games and
recreational activities.
ES8215 $39.00
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Gifts under $50
Audible & Vibrating Liquid Level Indicator
This device features sensors that let you know
when the liquid gets to the top of your cup,
through a series of sounds and vibrations.
ES0072 YELLOW $36.00 ES0073 BLUE $36.00

Circular Hand Magnifier with LED Light
This optical handheld magnifier provides
2x magnification with a 6x bifocal spot lens
and has inbuilt LED light.
ES0570 $31.00

Built Up Handle Cutlery
Aesthetically designed cutlery that’s
practical and comfortable to use with built
up handles for ease of grasping. Knife, fork,
spoon and teaspoon available separately.
VARIOUS $32.80

L Plate Puppy Plush
A soft and cuddly Seeing Eye Dog
plush toy with a removable Seeing
Eye Dog learner harness. Available
in blonde and black.
ESMX2160 BLONDE $20.00
ESMX2162 BLACK
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$20.00

Gifts under $100
Envoy Connect Audio Player
A very simple-to-use audio book player that
fits in the palm of your hand. Can hold up to
30 audio books.
ES0211 $75.00

Pocket Talking Alarm Watch
This talking alarm watch has
a female voice and a white
analogue face with black
numbers.
ES7105 $85.00

Talking Clock Almond Shaped
An almond-shaped design, this
low-profile clock is both elegant
and easy to use. A pleasant female
voice announces the time.
ES5024 $35.00

Big Number Pocket Talking Calculator
with Clock
This 10 digit talking calculator also acts as
an alarm clock. This visual aid allows you to
press the time button to hear the time.
ES8573 $70.00
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Gifts under $100
CareSens N Voice Blood Glucose
Monitoring System
With its talking function and large screen, the
CareSens N Voice makes testing a little bit easier
for users that have low vision or are blind.
ES7005 $95.00

Talking Bathroom Scale
A friendly voice announces weight in
kilograms and is also displayed on an
LCD screen. Available in two colours.
ES0365 BLACK $73.00
ES0366 GREEN $73.00

Gifts for the outdoors
FitOvers
Wrap around style sunglasses designed to
fit over spectacles with polarised lenses
to cut out uncomfortable UV rays.
VARIOUS $63.00

Non-Spill Mighty Mugs

A stainless steel non-spill coffee mug
with an easy to use grip handle.
VARIOUS $15.00
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Mobilux 3.5x LED Hand Magnifier
This optical handheld magnifier
provides 3.5x magnification and has
an inbuilt LED light, offering extra
illumination.
ES0550 $194.00

Gifts for the tech person
Sangean AM/FM Accessible Radio
This accessible AM/FM radio is
especially designed for blind or low
vision users. Featuring large tactile
buttons and dials.
ES0162 $330.00

Olitech EasyFlip 4G Mobile Phone
It features a large screen, big and tactile buttons and
voice output keys and menus. Unlocked to all carriers.
ES6524

$199.00

Victor Reader Stratus 4M

A simple to use desktop, media
player which includes a CD drive.
Enjoy great, quality sound when
listening to audio books and music.
ESRM0202 $635.00
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Gifts for the tech person
Authorised Apple Reseller
Shop a wide range of iPhones,
iPads, Apple watches, Apple
computers and Apple accessories.
VARIOUS

Brailliant BI 20X Cells
The Brailliant BI X range of
refreshable braille displays are
designed for extensive reading.
ESBR025-SO $2,695.00

OrCam Read Smart
A handheld device with a
smart camera that seamlessly
reads printed text from any
surface or digital screen.
ESVM0044

$2,499.00
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Arkon Table
Stand for Phones
Use it with a smart
phone. It’s ideal for
live streaming or
recording from a
flat surface.
ES0155 $140.00

Micro-Speak Plus Digital Voice Recorder
A simple to use digital voice recorder, featuring
tactile buttons and specially designed software
that provides spoken prompts and beeps.
ES7427 $160.00

Gifts for the master chef
Chef’N Palmpeeler Vegetable Peeler
This peeler sits in your palm and has a
soft rubber grip that fits around your
finger like a ring, giving you good control
of the blade.
ES0341 $22.00

Talking Kitchen Scale & Easy-to-See
Measuring Jug Set
A set of talking scales with an easy-tosee measuring jug with bold marking
and an easy-grip handle.
ES0084 $170.00

Gripper Jar Opener with Handle
This jar opener grips on to most jar lids
or caps and then utilises a long handle to
help make opening your jars and bottles
easier.
ES0340 $49.00
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Gifts for the master chef
Talking Food Thermometer
Digital talking thermometer with a stainless
steel probe used to measure the temperature
of cooked food and liquids.
ES7255 $60.00

Magnetic Tactile Kitchen Timer
With a magnetic backing, the timer can
stick on your fridge. The numbers are white
with bumps on a black background.
ES7121 $87.00

Black Measuring Cup Set
Easy-to-hold plastic four-cup measuring
set. Most ingredients are light coloured
(flour, sugar and salt) so they’re easier
to see against the black background.
ES0237 $30.00

Gifts for the student
Touch Talking Desk Calculator
An 8 digit display calculator features a
touch function that enables you to hear
the number when you place your finger
before pressing the button.
ES7122
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$101.00

Large Print Keyboard
Standard computer keyboards featuring enlarged
and high contrast characters
that are easier to see. Available
in different colours.
VARIOUS $15.00

Bluetooth Wireless Mini
Keyboard MAC
This keyboard is the answer to anyone
who wants to type with ease on a
Bluetooth device. Featuring large print
keys. Available in various colours.
VARIOUS $240.00

Explore 8 Handheld Electronic Magnifier
An 8” HD portable electronic magnifier
providing adjustable magnification up
to 30x. It also has distance viewing
allowing the user to look at signs
and boards.
ESVM0083 $1,420.00

Victor Reader Trek
A device that combines a talking book and
media player, with navigation guidance
technology enabling you to navigate the
world around you.
ES0252

$1,095.00
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Wikki Stix
Reusable, colourful, waxed sticks that can be
twisted or shaped and stuck on surfaces.
Various From $11.00

Gifts for the family to enjoy
Large Print with Braille Playing Cards
This pack of large print playing cards are
embossed in braille with the denomination
and suit at the top left and bottom right
hand corners.
ES0132 $41.00

Braille Scrabble Board Game
The ever popular board game is now
available in braille. Now the whole
family can enjoy playing Scrabble.
ES8011 $101.00

Monopoly Braille & Large
Print Game
Play everyone’s favourite board
game, now with extra large cards
and money, in braille and large print.
ES7126 $273.00
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Tactile Dice
Two 3cm white dice with raised black
dots so they can be identified by players
using their sense of touch alone.
ES8000 $6.00

Connect 4 Game - Tactile
A tactile version of the classic connect
four game. The aim is to create a vertical,
horizontal or diagonal row of 4 counters.
ES8042 $76.00

Tactile Wooden Draughts Set
Tactile version of draughts. The
large raised black squares make
it easy to feel your way across
the board.
ES0348 $118.00

Snakes & Ladders
Handmade wooden snakes and
ladders board game. Each square
has braille numbering and the
two pegs are shaped differently
for ease of play.
ES7127

$133.00
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Gifts for the family to enjoy
Firestorm Audible Soccer Ball
Standard soccer ball with magnets inside
that produce a loud rattling sound when
the ball is in motion.
ES8213 $44.00

Tactile Puzzle Cube
The classic puzzle with a tactile twist! This
blind-accessible version has been enhanced
with tactile markings.
ES0218 $53.00

Tactile Chess Set
This wooden set has dark squares
that contrast with recessed
lighter ones, plus holes on the
board to ensure the pieces stay
in place.
ES8020 $160.00

Braille Uno Cards
Uno is a popular family card
game. These cards have braille
embossing to identify number,
colour and type of card.
ES8107 $37.00
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Double-Six Dominoes
Standard set of tactile dominoes with
raised black dots on white tiles.
ES8030 $28.00

Gifts for the grandparents
2022 Extra Large Print Calendar
The Vision Australia decorative wall
calendar is ideal for those who require
the largest size dates possible and extra
room to note important occasions.
ESC22XL

$22.00

2022 Large Print Diary
The Vision Australia A5 diary is large print
with plenty of space for notes. Cover by
low-vision artist Mary Esler.
ESC22D

$32.00

Daylight Halo LED Magnifying Lamp
A lightweight, foldable table lamp,
providing 2.25x magnification with a 4x
spot lens. It features 3 brightness levels and
is ideal for reading and writing tasks.
ES0193 $104.00
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Gifts for the grandparents
3x Foldable LED Magnifier
A compact, foldable LED magnifier
that provides 3x magnification. Slide
it out of its protective sleeve to reveal
the bright LED light.
ES0573 $17.00

Heat Resistant Gloves Full Sleeve 40cm
Designed to protect your hands
when handling hot items, this pair
of gloves is heat resistant up to
350 degrees celsius. Available in
different lengths.
ES0088

$66.00

Audible Liquid Level Indicator
It alerts the user with sounds and vibrations
when liquid touches the prongs of the device.
Handy for that afternoon tea or coffee.
Available in white or orange.
ES0359 ORANGE $30.00

ES0360 WHITE $30.00

Free shipping on all orders over $100*
To order simply head instore,
call 1300 84 74 66 or visit
shop.visionaustralia.org
* Free shipping for orders over $100* excludes DVA funded sales. Valid until 31.12.21

